
U9/10 Passing

Location: Burke School. Date: Apr 10, 2019 5:15 PM - 6:45 PM

Comments before Training
Play a warm up game that promotes passing such as having a target ball to pass into instead of puggs.  
Game C.  Move into a static passing drill to get the form down and discuss body position and balance, 
then a more free form drill to get close to game condition, finally close with a 6 V 6 game.
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U7/8 Warmup Warm-up - 15 min.
 
Objective: Play Practice Play. This gets 
players moving in the game. Guided 
instruction prior to start, can they find 
space to take a shot. Can they dribble to 
space and then shoot or pass before 
pressure comes.
 
Micro Games Setup: Multiple 15 X 15 
Grids. Some with two puggs, some with 
one pugg and line soccer zone, some 
with weighted ball in the middle.
 
Execution: As players arrive set up in 2 
V2 and 3 V 3 games. The two puggs are 
regular games, the two puggs line soccer 
one team shoots to goal, the other team 
tries to stop the ball in the zone at the 
end line. The ball, players pass and 
dribble until they can hit the weighted ball 
with their ball.
 
Spider Web Game Setup: Great game for 
dribbling and passing warm-up.
Basic set up. 20 X 20 Grid. 2 players in 
the middle link arms. They are the spider/
defense. All others are offense.
Dribbling rules:  All offense players have 
a ball. Dribble around the box to avoid the 
spider. If tagged (preferably below the 
knee, if to hard below the chest), the 
player passes their ball to the coach and 
links arms with the rest.
Passing Rules: Half as many balls as 
there are offense. The spider (defense) 
tries to tag players with the ball. Player 
must pass to a teammate to avoid being 
tagged. If player passes the ball out of 
bounds he/she links arms as if he/she 
were tagged.
 

Comment
Get the mind flowing, give objective to work on the pass

Passing and Defending Main phase - 20 min.
 
 
Setup:
12 X 12 Grid. 6 - 8 players Extra balls to keep 
the play moving.
 
Execution:
Break into 2 groups of 6.
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Practice is on fast passing and moving the ball. 
1 minute bursts. Start Pass to the right run to 
the left. Get up to two balls moving. Then Pass 
Left run right. Get two balls moving. Back to a 
single ball. Pass Across and Hold or Pass and 
follow. Go in any direction.
 
Collapse to one Group: 10-12. Revert to pass 
only left or right. Add apply pressure from 
across the middle.
 
Objectives: Speed of receive and pass the ball 
with pace and precision. Additional mind game 
of pass and move into an opening direction.
 
Variations: Split into two teams in the box. 
Increase the space on the grid. Only one player 
can pressure the ball. Pass and run to the line 
which will get you back in front the soonest. Try 
to keep the ball. If block a pass and possess. 
Starts with your color on offense.

Comment
Static passing drill, challenge them to work on ball strike and body positioning to get the ball around the 
square faster.

Three teams with half line Main phase - 20 min.
Setup: 30X40 YD box with a half line. 3 
teams of 6-8. One team is on the outside 
of the box (bumpers) other two teams 
play a possession game.
 
Execution: Give defenders the objective 
to avoid getting split.
Attackers have the objective to complete 
a number of passes and get the ball 
across the midline.
 
The players on the outside are neutral 
bumpers for either team.
 
Variations: Goalies can be neutrals inside 
and play with scooping ground balls 
passed to them and distribute with hands 
or feet to the team that passed them the 
ball.

Comment
Essentially 8 on 4.  Provides good opportunity for attackers.  Switch Defenders, challenger players to find 
a new space after making the pass.
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